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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an active node selection
framework for compressive sleeping wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) in order to improve signal acquisition performance,
network lifetime and the use of spectrum resources. While
conventional compressive sleeping WSNs only exploit the spatial
correlation of SNs, the proposed approach further exploits the
temporal correlation by selecting active nodes using the support
of the data reconstructed in the previous time instant. The
node selection problem is framed as the design of a specialized
sensing matrix, where the sensing matrix consists of selected
rows of an identity matrix. By capitalizing on a genie-aided
reconstruction procedure, we formulate the active node selection
problem into an optimization problem, which is then approximat-
ed by a constrained convex relaxation plus a rounding scheme.
Simulation results show that our proposed active node selection
approach leads to an improved reconstruction performance,
network lifetime and spectrum usage in comparison to various
node selection schemes for compressive sleeping WSNs.
I. INTRODUCTION
OVER the past two decades, the rapid development oftechnologies in sensing, computing and communication
has made it possible to employ wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) to continuously monitor physical phenomena in a
variety of applications, for example air quality monitoring,
wildlife tracking, biomedical monitoring and disaster detec-
tion [1], [2]. As the number and the resolution of the sensors
grow, the performance bottleneck is the sensor node (SN),
which usually has limited battery power, memory, computa-
tional capability, wireless bandwidth and physical size [1], [3].
Due to the temporal correlation and spatial correlation
among the densely deployed SNs within the event area, it
may not be necessary for every SN to report its data, which
saves battery power and spectrum resource. Various sensor
selection [4], [5] and data aggregation schemes [6] have been
proposed to reduce the amount of redundant data transmitted in
the network. For example, Vuran and Akyildiz have developed
a medium access control (MAC) protocol, namely correlation-
based collaborative medium access control (CC-MAC), that
reduces the number of transmitted packets by restricting the
reporting tasks to a small number of SNs [4]; Liu et al.
propose an optimal node-selection algorithm to select a subset
of camera sensors for estimating the location of a target while
minimizing the energy cost [5]; Fasolo et al. provide different
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in-network aggregation schemes that combines data coming
from several SNs to reduce the overall network traffic [6].
Even though many sensor selection and data aggregation
schemes have been investigated, they either compromise the
fidelity for monitoring the specific physical phenomenon or
require complicated in-network compression to be performed.
Compressive sensing (CS) [7], [8] provides a fresh perspec-
tive for efficient data acquisition without compromising data
recovery. It enables a fusion center (FC) to reconstruct the
physical phenomenon with a reduced amount of data, where
knowledge of the characteristics of the data is exploited. The
asymmetric characteristics of WSNs, which typically comprise
a smart fusion center (FC) with high power and computational
capability and many SNs with limited energy storage and
computing capability, motivates the usage of CS [9]–[12],
which trades-off the convenience of data acquisition against
the computational complexity of data reconstruction by lever-
aging the compressibility of natural signals.
There have been various generalizations of the CS frame-
work to scenarios where a large number of SNs are distributed
in the field to collect information of interest. For example,
the CS principle is used in [10], [13] as a compression and
forwarding scheme to minimize the number of packets to
transmit; A network compressive coding scheme for sensor
networks is developed in [14]; A compressive sleeping strategy
is applied in [9], [15] such that only a subset of SNs are active
and all the others SNs are turned off in order to reduce the
energy consumption; A Fre´chet mean approach that estimates
the signal support from multiple correlated signals and then
leverages the support estimate to enhance the reconstruction is
proposed in [11]; Distributed compressive sensing (DCS) [16],
[17] that exploits a joint signal sparse model is proposed
to jointly reconstruct multiple signals. However, DCS is not
appropriate for many monitoring applications that are delay
sensitive, and the computational complexity for DCS recon-
struction is much higher than for CS.
In this paper, we focus on typical WSNs which consist
of a large number of SNs distributed in the field to collect
information of interest for applications such as geographical
monitoring, industrial monitoring, security and climate moni-
toring. The physical phenomena have significant correlations
in both the spatial and the temporal domains. We develop a
novel active node selection framework in the presence data
loss. In view of the fact that the signal support changes
slowly with high temporal correlation [18], [19], the proposed
approach selects SNs to be activated by exploiting the support
information of the signal reconstructed in the previous time
instant. In doing so, this improves reconstruction accuracy,
spectrum usage and network lifetime compared with randomly
2activated SNs that are employed in conventional compressive
sleeping WSNs [9]. Our contributions can be summarized as
follows:
 We propose a novel active node selection framework for
compressive sleeping WSNs, where the FC performs an
optimized selection of SNs. The node selection problem
can be seen as a special sensing matrix design problem
where the sensing matrix consists of selected rows of
an identity matrix. We note that none of the existing
approaches for sensing matrix optimization in the lit-
erature [20]–[22] can be directly applied to solve this
problem.
 We formulate node selection as an optimization problem
that minimizes the lower bound of the mean square error
(MSE) of a genie-aided estimator, and approximate the
problem of active node selection by a constrained convex
relaxation plus a rounding scheme.
 We characterize the performance of the proposed ap-
proach via experiments with both synthetic data and real
WSN data that embody the effect of various parameters
such as signal sparsity, the number of active SNs, the size
of the WSN, and the data loss probability, and shed light
on the interplay among reconstruction accuracy, spectrum
resource usage, and network lifetime performance for
compressive sleeping WSNs.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section
II describes in detail the proposed sensing approach including
the data acquisition, transmission and reconstruction process-
es. In Section III, we formulate the active node selection
problem that minimize the total number of SNs needed to
be activated for compressive sleeping WSNs and derive the
proposed approach. Then in Section IV we modify the pro-
posed active node selection in order to take into consideration
the network lifetime in addition to reconstruction accuracy.
The overhead associated with the proposed centralized node
selection scheme and its impact to the energy consumption and
spectrum usage are discussed in Section V. Example results on
both synthetic data and real WSN data are presented in Section
VI, followed by conclusions in Section VII.
The following notation is used. Lower-case letters denote
numbers, boldface upper-case letters denote matrices, boldface
lower-case letters denote column vectors, and calligraphic
upper-case letters denote sets. The superscripts ()T and () 1
denote the transpose and the inverse of a matrix, respectively.
The trace of a matrix is denoted by Tr(). xi denotes the ith
element of x, Xi;i denotes the ith diagonal element of X, and
XJ denotes the submatrix of X by selecting columns with
indexes in the set J . J c denotes the complementary set of
J . Ex() denotes expectation with respect to the distribution
of the random vector x.
 
n
m

denotes the number of m
combinations from a given set of n elements.N (;) denotes
the multivariate normal distribution with mean vector  and
covariance matrix . In denotes the n  n identity matrix.
The `0 norm, the `1 norm, and the `2 norm of vectors, are
denoted by k  k0, k  k1, and k  k2, respectively.
Fig. 1. A WSN with single hop communication.
Fig. 2. Frame structure.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we consider a typical WSN architecture
for collecting physical field information with n SNs and a
fusion center (FC) as shown in Fig. 1. While a baseline
data gathering approach requires the collection of all SNs’
readings, a compressive sleeping WSN only requires a portion
of the SNs to be activated to monitor and transmit data [9],
[15]. To support such a CS based scheme, we consider the
usage of a time division multiplexing access (TDMA) based
transmission as shown in Fig. 2. The FC selects SNs to be
activated for gathering and reporting data, and coordinates
channel access among these active SNs via the downlink.
Active SNs’ readings are reported to the FC via the uplink.
By using such a MAC protocol, collision-free operation is
achieved and thus energy wasted due to collisions can be
eliminated. In addition, SNs can be turned off in unassigned
slots, thus saving energy expenditure due to idle sensing and
overhearing. Perfect synchronization is assumed in this paper.
A. Data Acquisition and Transmission
Assume each SN has a monitored parameter fi (i =
1; : : : ; n) to report to the FC. These data gathered by different
SNs have high spatial correlations and thus we can represent
the spatial signal f 2 Rn as a sparse vector x 2 Rn under
some basis 	 2 Rnn such that
f = 	x; (1)
where the sparsifying basis 	 can be determined a-priori, or
by using an adaptive approach updated via principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) [23] or dictionary learning [24]. Here,
3sparse means that only s (s n) elements in vector x are non-
zeros while all the other elements are zeros, i.e., kxk0 = s.
For a compressive sleeping WSN as in [9], [15], only m
(m < n) SNs are active for transmitting their monitored
physical parameter within different time slots, and all the
others SNs are turned off in order to save energy and spectrum
resources. As data loss in wireless sensing applications is
inevitable owing to transmission medium impairments, the
received signal vector y 2 Rk at the FC can be expressed
as
y = Hf + z; (2)
where z  N (0; 2Ik) denotes the noise term for the
measuring process,  2 Rmn denotes the projection matrix
where the entries are all zeros except for m entries in m
different columns and rows, and H 2 Rkm (k < m) is
the packet loss matrix where the entries are all zeros except
for k entries in k different columns and rows. The entries of
the projection matrix  correspond to the SNs’ states, i.e.,
sleeping or active. For example, if SN i is active, then there
is a unity element in the ith column of , otherwise all the
elements of the ith column are zeros. Similarly, the entries
of the packet loss matrix H correspond to the successfully
collected measurements of different SNs. For example, if there
is a unity element in the ith column of H, then the data packet
of SN i is received, otherwise it is lost in transmission. The
FC can determine if an SN’s message is lost via a cyclic
redundancy code (CRC) check. Therefore, according to (1)
and (2), we can rewrite the received signal vector as
y = H	x+ z = Ax+ z; (3)
where A = H	 2 Rkn denotes the equivalent sensing
matrix.
Note that the sensing noise z is caused by the limitations of
the sensing devices, while transmission medium impairments
such as fading and additive channel noise lead to packet errors
and its impact is captured by the matrix H.
Without loss of generality, we assume measurements are in
the form of equal-sized packets and take one time slot for
transmission. Thus, the number of active SNs, i.e., m, which
determines the number of required time slots for transmission,
can be used to indicate the efficiency of spectrum usage.
B. Data Reconstruction
The typical signal reconstruction process behind conven-
tional CS approaches involves solving the following optimiza-
tion problem to recover the original signal:
min
x
kxk1
s.t. kAx  yk22  ;
(4)
where  is an estimate of the noise level. It has been demon-
strated that only O(s log ns ) measurements [25] are required
for robust reconstruction in the CS framework.
In WSNs, the data measurement acquired from sensing
natural phenomena have significant correlations in both the
spatial and the temporal domain. For example, the data of
the sensor readings provided by the Intel Berkeley Research
lab [26] exhibits both high spatial correlations by examining
the data from all the SNs at one time instant and high temporal
correlations by examining the data from one SN in consecutive
time intervals as shown in [11]. To reduce the number of
projections required to recover the signal, it is desired to ex-
ploit both spatial correlations and temporal correlations. While
compressive sleeping WSNs only leverage spatial correlations,
temporal correlation is exploited in the proposed selection of
active SNs. The signal support is assumed to change slowly
in time owing to the temporal correlations, and thus the signal
support of previous time instant can be used as a rough
estimate of the signal support of current time instant [18],
[19]. In [19], the following optimization problem is proposed
for recovering the original signal:
min
x
kxJ ck1
s.t. kAx  yk22  ;
(5)
where J denote the estimate of the signal support.
III. THE ACTIVE NODE SELECTION FRAMEWORK
In this section, we provide the active node selection frame-
work for compressive sleeping WSNs in order to minimize
the total number of SNs needed be activated. The proposed
approach, in conjunction with the consideration of network
characteristics, can be applied to improve the network lifetime,
which will be presented in Section IV.
A. Problem Formulation
For a conventional compressive sleeping WSN as given
in [9], [15], SNs are randomly activated with a predetermined
probability in a distributed manner. However, this approach
has the following drawbacks: i) it lacks flexibility to vary
the number of active SNs according to the signal sparsity
or the channel condition which could be time-varying; ii)
the projection matrix is random rather than an optimized
one, and optimized projection matrices have been shown to
offer superior performance in various applications [20]–[22].
Existing optimized projection matrix designs in the literature
cannot be applied to the compressive sleeping WSN whose
projection matrix is restricted to m unity entries.
We define an n n diagonal matrix ~ such that
~i;i =

1; SN i is activated
0; otherwise : (6)
Then, ~ can be written as a row-permutation of the concate-
nation of the sensing matrix  and a matrix of n  m rows
of zeros, which is given by
~ = 


0(n m)n

; (7)
where  is a row-permutation matrix, and T = ~.
We now provide a rationale for the proposed framework.
The goal relates to the minimization of the MSE and penalty
4of the node selection subject to appropriate constraints, which
is given as follows
min
~i;i
Ez;H
 kF(y;H; ~;	)  xk22 (8a)
s.t. ~i;i 2 f0; 1g; i = 1; : : : ; n; (8b)
Tr( ~) = m; (8c)
where F() denotes an estimator of the sparse signal repre-
sentation.
The derivation of such a node selection design is very diffi-
cult though, because the squared reconstruction error term in
(8a) depends upon the actual estimator. In view of the lack of
closed-form tractable squared reconstruction error expressions
for actual estimators, we use a genie-aided reconstruction
procedure that is assumed to know the real sparse repre-
sentation support and performs least squares (LS) estimation
based on prior knowledge of the support. The genie-aided
reconstruction has also been used for the design of projection
matrices [22] and in the analysis of the performance of various
reconstruction approaches [27], [28]. Here we assume that the
estimated signal representation support J is the actual support
and is used in the genie-aided reconstruction.
With the use of the signal representation support J , the
solution of the LS estimation can be given by
x^ =(	TJ
THTH	J ) 1	TJ
THTy
=(	TJ
THTH	J ) 1	TJ
THTH	x
+ (	TJ
THTH	J ) 1	TJ
THT z;
(9)
and the MSE of the LS estimation is
Ez;H
 kx^  xk22 = 2EHTr (	TJTHTH	J ) 1:
(10)
We note that the reconstruction performance in (10) is affected
by the interplay among the sparsifying matrix 	, the node
selection matrix  and the packet loss matrix H. However,
the node selection matrix has to be determined before data
transmission, and thus H is unknown. While it is difficult to
predict instantaneous H for a time varying wireless channel
before transmission, it is possible to estimate the expected
packet reception success probability given knowledge of the
modulation type, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the packet
length and the channel type, e.g., additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel or Rayleigh channel [29].
Assuming that packet loss of different SNs are independent-
ly distributed, we have
EH
 
HTH

= Q; (11)
whereQ 2 Rmm is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements
qi (i = 1; : : : ;m) denoting the probability that a packet is
successfully received. The following Proposition is applied to
enable a node selection design without the explicit usage of
H.
Proposition 1: Let P be an ab matrix with rank b and Q
be an a a diagonal matrix with nonnegative numbers. Then
Tr
 
(PTQP) 1

is convex in qi;i (i = 1; : : : ; a).
Proof: We first prove that the expression Tr
 
(X) 1

is
convex in X if X is a positive definite symmetric matrix. Let
g(t) = Tr
 
(X+ tV) 1

; (12)
where X  0 and V is a symmetric matrix. Now we can
rewrite g(t) as
g(t) = Tr
 
(X+ tV) 1

= Tr
 
X 1   t(X+ tV) 1VX 1
= Tr
 
X 1   tX 1VX 1 + t2X 1VX 1VX 1
  t3X 1VX 1VX 1VX 1 + : : : ;
(13)
where the first equality can be proved by using the Searle set
of identities [30]. Then we have the second derivative that can
be derived as
lim
t!0
@2g(t)
@t2
= Tr
 
X 1VX 1VX 1

= Tr
 
WTX 1W

;
(14)
where W = VX 1. As X is positive definite, then we have
WTX 1W  0. Therefore, Tr (X) 1 is convex in X.
As PTQP is invertible and qi;i (i = 1; : : : ; a) are non-
negative, we have PTQP  0. Thus, we can conclude that
Tr
 
(PTQP) 1

is convex in qi;i (i = 1; : : : ; a) in view of the
fact that Tr
 
(X) 1

is convex in X if X is positive definite
and the concavity of a function is preserved under an affine
transformation.
From Proposition 1 and Jensen’s inequality, the MSE of the
LS estimation given in (10) can be lower bounded by
Ez;H
 kx^  xk22  2Tr	TJTEH HTH	J  1
= 2Tr

	TJQ
1=2TQ1=2	J
 1
= 2Tr

	TJQ
1=2 ~Q1=2	J
 1
:
(15)
Then, according to (8) and (15), we put forth the following
optimization problem:
min
~i;i
Tr
 
(	TJQ
1=2 ~Q1=2	J ) 1

s.t. ~i;i 2 f0; 1g; i = 1; : : : ; n;
Tr( ~) = m:
(16)
This optimization problem defines the node selection matrix
that minimizes the lower bound of the oracle MSE regarding
data loss. Unfortunately, the optimization problem in (16)
is non-convex. As the variables ~i;i are binary integers, a
straightforward way to solve (16) is to perform an exhaustive
search over
 
n
m

different combinations of m active nodes.
However, the complexity of the exhaustive search is imprac-
tical for a network having a large number of SNs.
B. Active Node Selection Via Convex Relaxation
In this subsection, we formulate the active node selection
problem in (16) as a relaxed convex optimization problem
that can be solved efficiently using numerical methods such
as interior-point algorithms. By relaxing the binary integer
5constraints so that ~i;i can be in the range from 0 to 1, we
can express the active node selection problem as follows
min
~i;i
Tr
 
(	TJQ
1=2 ~Q1=2	J ) 1

(17a)
s.t. 0  ~i;i  1; i = 1; : : : ; n; (17b)
Tr( ~) = m: (17c)
The concavity of the optimization problem (17) can be un-
veiled by Proposition 1.
This relaxation of an optimization problem with binary
integers to a convex form makes the problem much easier to
solve than the original integer program. After solving (17), the
m largest ~i;i can be chosen and the corresponding indexes
relate to the selected nodes. This relaxation for binary integer
constraints has also been used for antenna selection in multi-
antenna wireless communication systems [31], and for sensor
selection in parameter estimation [32].
Note that the proposed node selection framework for com-
pressive sleeping WSNs capitalizes on the genie-aided recon-
struction procedure which knows the accurate signal support.
The use of genie-aided reconstruction aims to unveil the
rationale of the proposed approach, and it does not imply that
our method is bound to fail when the support information is
only partially correct. Also, we observe that the signal support
is likely to change slowly with time for practical applications.
The effect of the estimation accuracy regarding the actual
support is investigated in Section V, and performance gains
are observed both in experiments using synthetic data with
partially correct support estimation, and in experiments using
real WSN data.
IV. PROLONGING THE NETWORK LIFETIME
The proposed active node selection procedure can be mod-
ified in order to satisfy some additional requirements. In this
section, we apply the proposed active node selection approach
in order to improve the lifetime of compressive sleeping
WSNs.
Network lifetime is determined by the time instant when
the network cannot support application-specific functions. For
example, it can be the instant when the first SN runs out of
energy, or a specified fraction of SNs run out of energy, or
the network partitions. In [33], Chen and Zhao investigate an
approach to network lifetime which can be applied to any
definition of the network lifetime and holds independently
of the underlying network model. They derive the average
network lifetime E(L) as
E(L) =
0   E(Eu)
Pc + E(Et)
; (18)
where 0 is the initial total network energy, Pc is the con-
stant continuous power consumption over the whole network,
E(Eu)is the average total unused energy in the network when
it dies,  is the average data reporting rate, and E(Et) is
the average transmission energy consumed by all sensors.
According to (18), in order to prolong the network lifetime,
it is desired to reduce the unused energy E(Eu) and the
transmission energy consumption E(Et). By defining i and i
as the required energy for transmission of a message and the
node energy storage for SN i, respectively, Chen and Zhao
propose a greedy node selection approach that recursively
activates the SN with the maximum value of i   i.
Chen and Zhao’s approach can be directly applied to
compressive sleeping WSNs to prolong the network lifetime.
However, this approach has the drawback that it fails to
guarantee the reconstruction accuracy and the characteristics
of the monitored signal are not exploited. Our proposed active
node selection given in Section III aims to reduce the number
of SNs, while it does not involve other factors which also
have an influence on the network lifetime. In order to modify
our active node selection approach to explicitly address the
problem of prolonging network lifetime, we put forth the
following optimization problem
min
~i;i
Tr
 
(	TJQ
1=2 ~Q1=2	J ) 1

+ Tr( ~P)
s.t. 0  ~i;i  1; i = 1; : : : ; n;
Tr( ~) = m;
(19)
where P 2 Rnn is a diagonal matrix with Pi;i  0 and  > 0
denotes the weight for the influence of P. The term Tr( ~P)
denotes the penalty function of the weighted active node
selection matrix ~P where Pi;i (i = 1; : : : ; n) is the penalty
for selecting SN i. Various design targets could result in
different interpretations of the penalty term. For example, SNs
could consume different amounts of energy to communicate
their readings to the FC owing to their distinct transmission
pathloss values, where the penalty term ~P could reflect the
constraint on the total energy consumed by the selected SNs
by setting Pi;i to be the energy consumption of the ith SN.
Alternatively, it could be desirable to wake up only those
SNs having adequate levels of stored energy rather than those
SNs already low in stored energy, so in this case an SN with
inadequate energy is associated with a relatively large penalty.
In this paper, inspired by the average network lifetime
formula (18) given in [33], we formulate the penalty Pi;i as
Pi;i =  i
i
: (20)
This penalty promotes the usage of an SN with large energy
storage i and/or small transmission cost i. This penalty
expression, in conjunction with the proposed framework (16),
aims to prolong the network lifetime by avoiding excessive
use of any particular SN, and the active nodes are selected by
solving the following problem:
min
~i;i
Tr
 
(	TJQ
1=2 ~Q1=2	J ) 1
   nX
i=1
i ~i;i
i
s.t. 0  ~i;i  1; i = 1; : : : ; n;
Tr( ~) = m:
(21)
The m largest ~i;i of the solution are chosen and the corre-
sponding indexes relate to the selected nodes.
V. DISCUSSION: CENTRALIZED NODE SELECTION VS.
DISTRIBUTED NODE SELECTION
In the previous work [9], [15], sensor nodes are activated
randomly, which can be achieved either in a centralized
6manner, i.e., nodes are selected by the fusion center as in the
proposed approach, or in a distributed manner, for example,
the states of nodes in different slots could be predetermined
randomly using their MAC address as seeds. The distributed
scheme has the following drawbacks: i) the node selection is
random rather than an optimized one, ii) it lacks flexibility to
vary the number of active SNs according to the signal sparsity
or the channel condition which could be time-varying, while
the centralized scheme has the drawback that extra bandwidth
resource and energy are required to communicate active nodes
IDs via the downlink.
In order to compare the proposed centralized node selection
scheme against the distributed random selection scheme, one
needs to consider the overhead associated with the proposed
scheme. We assume that the length of each sensing data packet
to be btx bits and the overhead to be brx bits. We use the
energy model given in [34], where the energy required by the
ith SN to send btx bits to the FC separated by a distance of
r^i is
Etxi = E
ebtxi + E
txbtxr^i ; (22)
where Ee denotes the energy associated with the radio elec-
tronics, Etx denotes the energy consumption rate in transmis-
sion to achieve a target signal strength with a unit distance
between the FC and the SN, and  represents the path loss
exponent. The energy required by the ith SN to receive brx
bits from the FC is
Erxi = E
ebrx: (23)
Therefore, the energy consumed by the ith SN in the sleep
mode and active mode for the transmission of one packet via
the proposed scheme can be modelled as
Ei =

Ec + Eebrx sleep mode
Ee(brx + btx) + Etxbtxr^i active mode
;
(24)
where Ec denotes the continuous level of energy consumption
needed to sustain the network without data collection in the
sleep mode.
Here we present a first-order comparison of the proposed
node selection scheme against the distributed random node
selection scheme. We assume mp SNs need to be activated
in the proposed scheme to achieve a target reconstruction
accuracy while the random scheme requires mr active SNs.
We also assume the distances between the FC and all the SNs
are equal to r^, and both the downlink and the uplink use the
same modulation scheme. Then the energy consumption ratio
and spectrum usage ratio of the proposed scheme against the
random scheme can be expressed by
Ge=
mp(Ee(brx + btx) + Etxbtxr^) + (n mp)(Ec + Eebrx)
mr(Eebtx + Etxbtxr^) + (n mr)Ec ;
(25)
and
Gs=
brx +mpbtx
mrbtx
; (26)
respectively. According to (25) and (26), the gain brought
by the proposed approach in terms of energy consumption
and spectrum usage, depends upon the interplay among the
number of active SNs, the network size, the data packet size
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Fig. 3. Energy consumption performance of the proposed approach against
the distributed random scheme (n = 100, Ee = Etx = 1, Ec = 0:1,
r^ = 10,  = 2, mr = 30, btx = 100, and mp = 25 for the upper
sub-figure and brx = 100 for the lower sub-figure).
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Fig. 4. Spectrum usage performance of the proposed approach against the
distributed random scheme (mr = 30, btx = 100, and mp = 25 for the
upper sub-figure and brx = 100 for the lower sub-figure).
in the downlink and uplink, and the parameters associated
with the energy model. As illustrated by Fig. 3 and Fig. 4,
both the energy consumption performance and spectrum usage
performance of the proposed approach against the distributed
random scheme tend to worsen with increasing overhead, i.e.,
the size of the message sent to active SNs, and also with
the number of active SNs in the proposed scheme. More
comprehensive evaluation of the performance of the proposed
approach is given in Section VI.
Note that in this paper we only investigate the benefits
brought by the proposed node selection optimization, although
the centralized scheme facilitates the implement of other
techniques to further enhance the performance. For example,
the number of active SNs can be adjusted according to the
signal sparsity to improve the reconstruction performance and
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Fig. 5. WSN deployment in synthetic experiments.
prolong network lifetime1.
VI. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
In this section, by firstly using synthetic data and then using
real data collected by the WSN located in the Intel Berkeley
Research Lab [26], we demonstrate that the proposed active
node selection approach achieves improved performance in
terms of signal monitoring accuracy, network lifetime and
spectrum resource compared with other approaches.
For all the experiments, we consider SNs powered by non-
rechargeable batteries. We set the length of each sensing
data packet and the downlink data packet to be 64 bits, and
assume the modulation scheme is binary phase shift keying
(BPSK). We consider an AWGN channel and also a Rayleigh
fading channel, which leads to different data loss probabilities.
We use CVX, a package for specifying and solving convex
programs [35], to solve the CS inverse problems and to recon-
struct signals. We evaluate the reconstruction performance by
using averaged relative error which is the average of kxk
2
2
kx^ xk22
over 1000 trials. The network lifetime is determined as the
time instant when the first SN dies2. As a comparison, we
also provide the performance of the approach in [9], which
only exploit the spatial correlations of SNs’ messages, and
the approach in [15], which exploits both spatial and temporal
correlations3.
A. Synthetic Experiments
In the synthetic experiments, n SNs are randomly placed
in a disc of unit radius as shown in Fig. 5. Similar to [36],
1Akin to the technique proposed in [12], by applying cross validation at the
FC, the number of activated sensors can be adjusted to maintain an acceptable
reconstruction performance while minimising the number of active sensors.
2This lifetime definition is somewhat strict and may not apply to some WSN
applications. However, it sheds light on the unbalanced energy consumption
of SNs and provides insights on node selection design.
3The approach in [15] uses spatial correlation and temporal correlation
separately to reconstruct SNs’ readings. The latency of that approach is the
number of time slots taken to recover the data. Utilizing more time slots
for reconstruction improves the performance of that approach, but also leads
to longer latency, which could violate the required delay sensitivity of the
specific application. We assume SNs’ messages having a length of N time
slots are reconstructed by the approach in [15].
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Fig. 6. The trade-off between the network lifetime and the reconstruction
accuracy (n = 50, s = 5, Ec = 1, Ee = Etx = 1, E0 = 105,  = 2,
 = 10 3 and 20% incorrect support estimate for the proposed approach).
the FC is placed at a distance rFC = 3 above the center
of the disc, and ri, i.e., the radial distance of SN i, is
modeled as a random variable with the probability density
function 3
2103=2
p
ri (0  ri  10)4. The initial energy
of all SNs is E0. The sparse signal representations x is
randomly generated with ambient dimension n for different
time instants, where s non-zero components are drawn from
an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero mean
and unit variance Gaussian distribution. The dictionary 	 is
constructed by first creating a nn matrix with i.i.d. draws of
a Gaussian distributionN (0; 1), and then the columns of	 are
normalized to a unit norm. The SNR of the wireless channel
is set to be 20 dB, which together with the modulation type
and packet length determines the data loss probability [29]. In
addition, the sensor measurements are corrupted by additive
zero-mean Gaussian noise yielding an SNR of 20 dB.
We first present a comparison of various approaches in
Fig. 6, which sheds light on the trade-off between the network
lifetime and the reconstruction accuracy for compressive sleep-
ing WSNs. Each plotted point represents particular averaged
relative error and network lifetime pair and is a result from
the use of different numbers of activated SNs. To study how
the proposed approach performs, we consider the non-ideal
support estimate case where only 80% of the elements of the
support estimate are correct. It can be seen that the network
lifetime tends to increase with rising levels of averaged relative
error, which shows that one has to pay the cost of reduced
network lifetime in order to improve the signal reconstruction
performance in compressive sleeping WSNs. It is observed
that the proposed approach leads to a better lifetime-accuracy
curve in comparison to the other approaches.
The reconstruction performance for different approaches
using various numbers of time slots for data collection are
given in Fig. 7, where we also consider a non-ideal case such
4The constant term, 3
2103=2 , ensures that probability density function
integrates to one over the range 0 to 10.
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Fig. 7. Reconstrunction accuracy vs. spectrum resource (n = 50, s = 5,
Ec = 1, Ee = Etx = 1, E0 = 105,  = 2,  = 10 3 and 20% incorrect
support estimate for the proposed approach).
that 20% of the estimated support is incorrect. We assume
the spectrum resource used in the downlink is equal to the
spectrum resource used in a time slot of the uplink. Fig. 7
demonstrates the superiority of the proposed approach in terms
of the reconstruction accuracy as a function of spectrum
resources. To achieve a target averaged relative error, fewer
time slots are required for the proposed approach than for the
other schemes.
The full reconstruction performance comparison with var-
ious settings of other parameters such as signal sparsity s,
number of WSN nodes n, number of active SNs m and the
accuracy of support estimation, are summarized in Table I.
Again, it is demonstrated in Table I that the proposed approach
outperforms the other approaches, and that the reconstruction
accuracy tends to improve with a reduction in signal sparsity s
and the size of WSN n. It is also clear that the reconstruction
performance of the proposed approach is affected by the
accuracy of the support estimate, and that more SNs are
required to be activated to achieve a target reconstruction
performance with incorrect support estimates.
We now investigate the network lifetime performance for
different schemes in compressive sleeping WSNs. Fig. 8 shows
that the network lifetime tends to decrease with an increased
usage of spectrum resources. We note that in comparison to
random node selection in [9] and [15], the network lifetime
is significantly improved by using the proposed active node
selection approach. It is also observed in Fig. 8 that the
network lifetime gain for the proposed approach is enhanced
by using a larger  that represents the level of penalty for
selecting SNs with different levels of energy storage and
energy consumption. Fig. 8 together with Fig. 7, indicates that
by increasing the usage of spectrum resources, the reconstruc-
tion accuracy is improved at the cost of a shortened network
lifetime, which is consistent with our observations from Fig. 6.
In the previous experiments, we fixed the size of the
overhead for the proposed centralized node selection scheme,
and we also fixed Ee, i.e., energy associated with the radio
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Fig. 8. Network lifetime vs. spectrum resource (n = 50, s = 5,  = 2,
Ec = 1, Ee = Etx = 1 and E0 = 105).
electronics, which affects the energy consumed in receiving
the overhead data. To evaluate the impact of the overhead on
the performance, we compare the proposed centralized node
selection scheme with the distributed node selection schemes
in [9], [15] with different parameter settings associated with
the overhead in Table II. It is observed that the performance
of the proposed scheme in terms of data acquisition accuracy
and network lifetime deteriorates with increasing, i.e., brx and
Ee. Thus, the proposed approach is more appropriate for data
intensive applications where the energy and spectrum resource
cost due to the overhead can be neglected in view of the large
amount of data sent to the FC from each SN.
B. Experiments With Real Data
For the real data experiments, we use temperature data
collected by a WSN located in the Intel Berkeley Research
lab [26]. In this WSN, 54 Mica2Dot SNs with weather boards
were deployed in one floor of the lab building.
We assume that the FC is placed at a height of rFC = 5
(meters) at the center of the floor, and ri, i.e., the distance
between SN i and the center of the floor, is calculated by
using deployment information given in [26]. The initial battery
energy E0 for various SNs is uniformly distributed within
[105; 2  105], and we set Ec = 1, Ee = Etx = 1 and
 = 10 1. A learned sparsifying basis 	 is used which
captures the spatial and temporal characteristics from the data.
The proposed approach selects active SNs for data collection
by using the support of the reconstructed temperature signal
of the previous time instant. The SNRs corresponding to the
wireless channel for different SNs are drawn independently
from a uniform distribution with the range [0dB; 30dB].
Fig. 9 shows the reconstruction accuracy against spectrum
resource usage for different approaches. The proposed node
selection approach, which exploits the the temporal correla-
tions of the temperature data at distinct time instants, achieves
the best reconstruction performance in comparison to both the
other approaches.
9TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGED RELATIVE ERROR WITH VARIOUS SETTINGS OF PARAMETERS. ( = 2, Ec = 1, Ee = Etx = 1, E0 = 105 AND
 = 10 3)
s = 4 s = 8 s = 8 s = 8 s = 8
m = 20 m = 20 m = 30 m = 30 m = 30
n = 40 n = 40 n = 40 n = 50 n = 50
AWGN AWGN AWGN AWGN Rayleigh
Approach in [9] 0.0336 0.1330 0.0582 0.0612 0.5195
Approach in [15] 0.0227 0.0648 0.0343 0.0393 0.3794
Proposed approach (correct support estimate) 0.0184 0.0360 0.0217 0.0246 0.1329
Proposed approach (25% incorrect support estimate) 0.0198 0.0453 0.0270 0.0308 0.3269
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT APPROACHES WITH VARIOUS SETTINGS OF PARAMETERS. (n = 50, s = 6,  = 2, Ec = 1, Etx = 1, E0 = 105 ,  = 10 3
AND AWGN CHANNEL)
Approach Approach Proposed Proposed Proposed Proposed Proposed
in [9] in [15] brx = 64 brx = 128 brx = 256 brx = 256 brx = 256
Ee = Etx Ee = Etx Ee = Etx Ee = 5 Etx Ee = 10 Etx
Average relative error 0.0973 0.0422 0.0147 0.0155 0.0164 0.0167 0.0163
Network lifetime 26.9 26.9 41.2 40.2 39.3 24.8 17
Spectrum resource (downlink, uplink) (0, 20) (0, 20) (1, 19) (2, 18) (4, 16) (4, 16) (4, 16)
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Fig. 9. Reconstrunction accuracy vs. spectrum resource for the Intel Berkeley
Research lab data.
In the last experiment in Fig. 10, we compare the network
lifetime against the reconstruction accuracy for different ap-
proaches. The proposed approach achieves the longest lifetime
for various values of the averaged relative error, though the
performance gain tends to diminish at low averaged relative
error owing to the reconstruction performance floor caused by
the non-ideal sparsity, i.e., nearly sparse characteristics of the
data.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel active node selection
framework for compressive sleeping WSNs in order to im-
prove the the performance of data reconstruction accuracy,
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Fig. 10. The trade-off between the network lifetime and reconstruction
accuracy for the Intel Berkeley Research lab data.
network lifetime and spectrum resource usage. In addition to
the spatial correlation of the data at various SNs, the proposed
node selection exploits the temporal correlation, which is not
utilised in conventional compressive sleeping WSNs. Capi-
talizing on the lower MSE bound of the oracle estimator and
convex relaxation, the proposed node selection problem can be
solved efficiently at the FC by using iterative algorithms. The
superiority of our proposed approach in relation to the other
approaches in the conventional CS framework is revealed by
our experimental study.
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